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Picking Your 2019 Corn Hybrids!
You are no doubt down to the wire on making commitments on corn seed. This
should not be a hasty decision. If you were to ask the experts for the factors making up corn yield, hybrid selection always ranks near the top. If you take out the
variables you can’t control, hybrid selection is the number one factor in yield!
Top factors impacting corn yield:
Weather
Hybrid selection
Planting Date
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Weed Control
Crop Rotation
N Fertility
Tillage/Soil health

Things to consider when picking out a hybrid:
1. Yield. Yield is the first consideration you should be looking at. When looking at corn yields it is very important to look at multi–site, multi-year data to determine how the hybrid will hold up from year to year. Under
different conditions, will the hybrid maintain yield or is it a one hit wonder? We have just released the corn
hybrid performance list. I think this is key in assessing a hybrid’s potential. Every year 20-25% of the corn
hybrids submitted for testing do not produce satisfactory results and are not invited back for re-testing. Of
course we are not testing every hybrid a company sells, they are submitting varieties that they feel have the
best chance of performing well.
2. Select hybrids with a maturity rating (either Corn Heat Units or Relative Maturity) appropriate for
your area and projected planting date. Corn for grain should reach physiological maturity, or black layer,
one to two weeks before the first killing frost. For grain corn, this will maximize starch accumulation thereby
maximizing kernel weight. For corn silage, you want to have harvest complete before a frost, so that digestibility, and starch content can be maximized. Depending on a frost event to dry whole plant corn silage for
harvest, drastically decreases digestibility.
3. Know your pests. Based on history we know that we have a very high population of European corn borer
in Nova Scotia. This past year we have also seen quite high numbers of Corn Earworm and some infestations of Western Bean Cutworm. The Corn Earworm and Western Bean Cutworm are resistant to most (but
not all) transgenic traits. To make an informed decision on trait packages I would refer to: The Handy BT
Trait Table (https://lubbock.tamu.edu/files/2018/11/BtTraitTableNov2018.pdf).
4. Assign the hybrid to the field conditions. If the field is droughty, if the field has excellent fertility and
soil health, if it is a tough field on rented land; these all are factors that should be coming into your decision
on placing hybrids. On dry sandy soils I like to see hybrids with a pendulum leaf structure, planted at lower
populations, with an earlier flower date and good scores for stock cannibalization. Conversely, on your best
soils, I like to see hybrids with up-right leaves so we can pack the plants in at higher populations, at higher
populations; foliar disease resistance becomes a factor. To get this kind of information, the seed companies

need to put out a very detailed product guide. If you are a late nitrogen/protected nitrogen kind of guy, you
want plants that “flex” by putting on larger kernels during grain fill. If you are the kind of producer that wants to
put all of the fertilizer on up front then you want “flex” hybrids that determine yield by rows of kernels and length
of cob rather than depth of kernel.
At the end of the seed purchase I believe you should know the variety, the field it is going into, plant population
and why; so you can have a production plan in place before planting season.

Southwest Agricultural Conference Live Webcast in NS
Plan to attend the live webcast of selected sessions from the Southwest
Agricultural Conference. Hosted by Perennia on January 4, 2019 at the
Berwick Fire Hall, this session will run from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM. Please
register by contacting Dianne Murphy at (902)678-7722 or by e-mail at
dmurphy@perennia.ca

Afraid you might forget about
the Webcast?
Sign up for the e-mail version of
CropLinks and you’ll get a reminder! Send Sonny your e-mail
address at smurray@perennia.ca
to be added to the list. Or check
any of the field crops pages at
www.perennia.ca

